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Abstract: Availability of content over the web is increasing
exponentially. The demand for content by users is also increasing
rapidly. The problem of making the right content available to
user at the right time will continue to be a crucial issue. As
variety of contents are available and variety of users are involved,
there is no single way of matching the availability versus need
and deliver content instantly especially in a limited mobile
environment. Hence a hybrid method is proposed in this paper by
combining the different techniques such as caching, pre-fetching
and cache sharing with noise reduction to improve the overall
performance of mobile for optimal cache memory utilisation,
efficient bandwidth utilization, network traffic reduction and
latency reduction. Efficiency of mobile caching and pre-fetching
is improved using Enhanced Bloom Filter technique and data is
shared among cooperative users by establishing a voluntary hub.
The unwanted contents in the web page can be considered as
noise which is removed when storing the web pages in cache or
pre-fetch area. The success of the proposed method greatly
depends on the hit ratio of contents rendered locally rather than
getting it from server. In order to reduce server hits, sharing the
contents of cache and pre-fetch area amongst mobile users is
effective. Whenever any user requires new content, even if it is
not available in browser cache or local cache of that user, the
content can be rendered from the cache or pre-fetch area of
collaborative mobile users rather than hitting the server. This
hybrid cooperative cache sharing and pre-fetching for accessing
the required contents improve the overall performance and hit
ratio than the existing methods.
Keywords: bandwidth, cache sharing, cooperative users,
latency reduction, mobile caching, pre-fetching.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Another area of improvement is to remove noise contents
while caching/pre-fetching. If contents are stored and shared
without noise, the hit ratio of caching/pre-fetching can be
increased and the performance of cooperative users’ content
sharing can be improved.
There are many research works on caching, pre-fetching
and content sharing to improve hit rate which reduces
latency and network traffic. Some methods adopted the
sharing of cache/pre-fetch area without any central system
to monitor it. Alternatively, nodes may collaborate amongst
themselves using a central node to facilitate/manage the
caches. In the proposed method, cooperative users are
established and cache/pre-fetch area contents are shared
between them using a hub. While storing data in cache/prefetch area, the unwanted contents are identified and the
prevalent noise is removed for efficient memory utilization.
A voluntary cooperative environment is established to
enable relevant content sharing which reduces the
disadvantages of random content sharing or central node
processing as well as reduces the complexity of keeping the
content consistent and current. The performance of caching
and pre-fetching is enhanced using Bloom Filters and the
consistency is maintained using Least Recently Used (LRU)
combined with First In First Out (FIFO) algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses the related research works by reviewing the
existing techniques, Section III describes the proposed
methodology, Section IV presents the analysis of results and
discusses the performance evaluation and Section V
concludes the paper.

The caching and pre-fetching techniques have been used
II.
BACKGROUND RESEARCH
since the client server era. The number of users accessing
the internet is increasing exponentially and their dream is to
A. Collaboration amongst nodes
access the data instantly. With content explosions,
The collaboration amongst nodes can be achieved
implementation of caching alone was found to be
and the contents stored in any willingly participating node
insufficient, and caching and pre-fetching were combined
can be accessed by any other requesting node, if available.
for better content delivery. Even the existing modern
There is no dependency on central node/hub. Only if there is
techniques were found to be not very effective for users who
a local miss, contents are delivered by sever and then stored
keep browsing new contents. With MANET there is a huge
locally by the requesting node, which can be served in future
opportunity of collaboration amongst network nodes. Each
locally. Consistency is maintained by the node itself[1].
device as a node can share and collaborate with each
Similar approach is used in cooperative caching in
others, especially in content sharing to reduce network
Vehicular networks, each device in moving vehicle decides
traffic, sever hits and latency. However, if these
and gets content from sever which can be shared among
collaborative techniques were not implemented wisely, it
other vehicles to satisfy their content based need[2].
may have a contrary effect as well.
Contents are downloaded into base stations(nodes) close
to users and these base stations request contents amongst
themselves before hitting the sever enabling faster content
delivery [3]. MuNCC consists of content request nodes,
routers and content providers, when content is requested,
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coordinated cache eviction and coordinated caching strategy
with refreshing cache summary intermittently[4]. In content
based information centric caching for fog networking, nodes
around the end user forms a fog network connection to
perform caching, communication and even computation
with each other directly to get content locally whenever
available. Content based centrality is used for collaborative
caching in information centric fogs[5].
Graph based cooperative caching in Fog RAN optimises
clustering content caching using graphs based on local
content popularity[6]. In Global Cluster Cooperative (GCC)
caching, cache content is stored in each node and the
contents from each cluster node is also stored in each node,
which is not memory efficient. In case of local cache miss,
content within cluster cache is searched, if not found (cluster
cache miss) then the GCS (Global Cluster State) is searched.
If found in other clusters (remote cluster hit) then it is served
else fetched from sever. In Non cooperative caching future
request pattern is predicted based on TTNR (Time To Next
Reference) value. Cache consistency is maintained by each
node using adoptive caching scheme[7].
CBRP is run in network layer and implemented using non
overlapping cluster of nodes. One node is elected as CH
(Cluster Head) and maintains local and cluster cache table.
In this method, maintaining cluster consistency and keeping
the tables update in all CH is a challenge[8]. In CCDP each
autonomous nodes cooperate with each other to exchange
data by multi hop communication and cache is maintained in
each node/selected nodes. This method is specially used for
image data items[9].
B.
Sharing the cache contents using central
node/mechanism
Predictive caching is done by clustering users as per their
usage pattern and then pre-fetch contents based on prefetching schemes. Clustering and association using
frequency support pruning improves web proxy servers’
performance. Cache/pre-fetch contents are shared and
managed using proxy server[10]. Cluster users and proxy
servers are also grouped into clusters. Meta data is
maintained in all proxy servers including neighbours, meta
data is stored in the cluster to enable faster fetching (if
content available in own/neighbours cluster) [11]. Five
central modules are used in Cluster based COCA and prefetching [12]. Clustering, stack profile, information
searching, cache management and pre-fetching are used for
clustering and rendering content from within clusters. In
CCSP, some nodes are elected as Service Cache provides
(SCP), which receives summarisation of nodes and provide
content when requested. If content is not available, then
neighbouring SCPs are referred. Cache consistency check
and replacement policies need to be done at each cached
node. This approach may lead to more latency in case of
server hit as all SCPs need to be referred before server hit.
Load balancing while electing SCP may also be a process to
be considered[13]. Maintaining consistency for cooperative
caching is addressed using APCC and CBDC[14]. In these
studies the benefits and improvements were studied and
challenges of keeping content consistent and relevant are
addressed.
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C. Noise removal from web pages
Tag based noise removal is used to remove background
images, advertisements, copyright information, unimportant
links, search paneland audio, video plug ins[15]. The
approach for removing Primary Noise – navigation bars,
panels, frames, page header and footers, copy right and
privacy notices, advertisements and other unimportant links
like voice, video, multiple links etc. are discussed. Duplicate
contents and noise content as per block importance are
removed [16]. Global and local noises are removed[17].
Noise is removed by parsing the web page using Kdwd
system and contents are tagged and many filters areused to
remove unwanted contents[18)]. Noise is reduced using
feature analysis, in which certain prominent features of
noise / main content are used to separate noise from
content[19]. There are plenty of research on removing noise
for data mining [20], [21]. Researchers have identified
techniques to remove noises using machine learning and
neural networks [22], [23],[24]. There also exists user
centric approach for noise removal based on dynamic user
interests [25], [26].
III.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed methodology contains the following
a. Effective caching and pre-fetching using EBF
b. Data sharing among cooperative users
c. Removal of noise
d. Fetching required contents of web page
A. Effective caching and pre-fetching using EBF
Caching and pre-fetching in individual nodes are
done using Enhanced Bloom Filter (EBF). For caching and
pre-fetching, Bloom filter array is created with 256 bits, out
of which first 128 bits are used for domain name and
remaining bits are used for storing path and file name of a
URL. In the EBF array, all bits are initialised to 0 in the
beginning and as user access web pages, MD5 and hash
functions are applied on the URL and position of 1s in the
outcome are identified and make changes in the EBF array.
For each URL, the same MD5 and hash functions are
applied and the resultant value is compared with the bit
positions in EBF array, if the corresponding bit positions in
both resultant value and EBF array are 1, it means that URL
is available in cache area and it is rendered, if not available
in cache, it is searched in pre-fetch area. If it is available in
pre-fetch area, it is rendered. If it is not available in cache or
pre-fetch area, then it is rendered from web server and it is
stored in EBF by turning corresponding bit positions to 1.
The content of the web page is processed, noises are
removed and only required content is stored in cache. Also
related contents (links) from web page are fetched into prefetch area based on user access pattern. Fetching content
into pre-fetch area happens only when network is relatively
free by monitoring the existing the bandwidth utilization.
The flow chart for enhanced bloom filter technique
used for web caching is given in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart for Web Caching using Enhanced Bloom Filter Technique
When a new web page is fetched from the server
and if cache/pre-fetch area is full, the LRU (Least Recently
Used) combined with FIFO (First In First Out) is applied to
replace cache with fresh contents. Also consistency with
sever is checked and maintained while rendering contents
from cache/pre-fetch area based on TTL (Time To Live) and
If-modified-since-header values. If content is obsolete, then
it is rendered from sever and replaced in cache/pre-fetch
area. Cache replacement process is explained in Fig.2.

Fig.2.Flowchart for Cache Replacement using hybrid
LRU and FIFO
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B. Cache /Peftech data sharing among cooperative
users
A voluntary hub has been established for cooperative users
to share only required content among them using
notifications without hitting the server. Only required
contents are provided from local cache and pre-fetch area if
available, otherwise hit the hub to find content availability
with cooperative users and fetch it from cooperative users’
cache/pre-fetch area instead of sending the request to the
server.
Cooperative Users Cache Content Sharing using SignalR
SignalR is an ASP.NET library, which uses existing
transport technologies based on the infrastructure. SignalR
has the capability of real-time communication with wide
range of clients including mobile devices. SignalR is a
library for ASP.NET to add real-time web functionality to
applications. Real-time web functionality has the ability to
push content to the connected clients as it happens, in realtime. The creation of hub, creation of hub proxy,
Cooperative Users (CUs) registration, CUs Group join, Start
Connection, Send Notification, Send/Receive data and
Update EBF array are the different process implemented
using SignalR. The context diagram for establishing hub
connection with cooperative users (CUs) and sharing data
among them is given in Fig.3.

present in the web pages and removal of these contents
saves the memory required for caching the contents. Care
should be taken to remove noise while storing them in local
cache/pre-fetch area. Noise pattern such as banners, search
panels, advertisements, decorative noises like background
images, copyright and privacy notices can be identified by
using HTML tags. The HTML tags are used to detect the
noise patterns in a web page. The Fig. 4 shows the phases
involved in the process of noise removal.

Fig. 4. Block Diagram for Noise Removal
D. Fetching required contents of web page using
hybrid techniques

Fig. 3. Context Diagram for Data Sharing between Hub
and Cooperative Users (CU)
In this case of cooperative cache content sharing, content
replacement and consistency check are done by the CU
which serves the content, hence it simplifies the complexity
of consistency mechanism in cooperative/collaborative
environment. Once the content is received from the
CUs/server, then it is stored in local cache of the requesting
CU, hence forth maintaining consistency and replacement
will be done by CUs cache. Hub is used only to identify and
route request to the right CU. This eliminates the complexity
of maintaining cache consistency in multiple places.
C. Removal of noise
Memory utilization for caching and pre-fetching
are improved by getting only required contents without any
noise. Noise contents are to be identified with the help of
HTML tags and these noise contents are to be removed from
web pages. Different categories of noise pattern may be
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Removing noise is usually done while data mining, data
analysis etc. However, removing local noise and reducing
unwanted content can be applied while doing mobile
caching/pre-fetching as well. It reduces cache memory
usage and if it is used when cooperative users share their
cache/pre-fetch content (without noise) with each other, it
improves the performance as many times the reduced
content is shared, compared to sharing cache data with
noise. In this methodology, noise is removed every time
content is fetched from original server and it is stored in
local cache/pre-fetch area without noise. Hence while
sharing amongst CUs only noiseless content is shared. The
steps involved in fetching required contents of web pages
using hybrid techniques are given below.
1. When user searches a URL, it is checked in cache, if
found content is checked for consistency.
2. If the content is latest then it is rendered from cache and
the count is updated.
3. If the content is stale, update miss count, fetch the web
page from server, remove noise and store it into cache.
4. If the requested web page is not in cache but available in
pre-fetch area, content is checked for consistency and if it
is latest then it is rendered from pre-fetch area and updates
its weight.
5. If the requested page is not
in cache or pre-fetch area,
the notifications in the hub
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are checked for availability.
6. If the notifications in the hub indicated that the requested
document is available in cooperative users’ cache then
respective CU ID is taken from the hub and transfer CU
ID to the cooperative user. The content is served from the
respective cooperative user. The count is updated.
7. When content is not available in cache/pre-fetch area/CUs
cache then miss count is incremented and content is

fetched from web server and a copy is stored in cache
using EBF.
Hybrid techniques are applied for cache replacement,
maintaining consistency and noise removal. The requested
web page is cached and links are pre-fetched using EBF.
CU’s hub is notified to indicate the availability of the
recently fetched web page in the cache.The flow chart used
for the implementation of the overall hybrid techniques is
given in Fig.5.

Fig. 5. Flowchart for fetching the Required Contents of Web Pages using Hybrid Techniques
usually hit ratio improves over a period of time, as wider
content will be available amongst CUs; hence chance of
IV.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
hitting within CU improves.
The performance of the enhanced methods are analysed in
terms of the parameters such as hit ratio, latency, bandwidth
usage and memory utilization etc.
A. Hit Ratio analysis with content sharing amongst
CUs
Cooperative content sharing is analyzed by
repeating the URLs as well as with new URLs. Usually hit
ratio improves when many cooperative users are repeatedly
searching for similar content. If all CUs are searching only
new content then hit ratio drops to individual cache and prefetch level and no benefits of using CUs cache. It is because
not much content is shared. In Fig.6, it has shown that
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C. Memory Reduction after Noise Removal
The amount of memory reduction by removing the noises
from web pages depends on the amount of noise present in
the web pages. When noise is removed, in some cases 78%
content was reduced or in other words original content got
reduced to 22%. In some cases, only 21% noise is reduced
and content got reduced only by 79%. Table 1 shows
memory reduction before and after noise removal.
Table 1 Comparison of Memory Reduction when
Removing Noise from Web Pages
Before
After
Memory
noise
noise
Web Page
Reduction
removal
removal
(%)
(KB)
(KB)

Fig.6. Analysis of Cache Hit Ratio when Accessing Web
Pages using EBF and CUs
B. Latencyreduction in mobile caching using EBF
Latency when served from local cache is the lowest
and rendering from server is much higher as in Fig. 6,
however, on top of it when CUs performance is plotted,
latency is much lower than serving the page from server and
it is only slightly higher than local cache, if page is available
with CUs and shared amongst them. Significant reduction in
latency compared to server hit is observed, when page is
served from any CUs. If more CUs and more contents are
available amongst CUs then also latency will be slightly
higher than the latency when serving the document from
local cache and latency will be more when serving the
content from the server. The following Fig. 7 shows the
analysis of latency reduction between local cache and CUs.

Msdn

175

81

46.3

Nasscom

140

111

79.3

Sify

963

794

82.5

Wordpress

317

71

22.4

Bbc

204

147

72.1

D. Latency improvements using hybrid method
In hybrid method, noise is removed while storing it in local
cache/pre-fetch area as well as in CUs cache and pre-fetch
area. Only required content without noise is rendered. This
improves hit ratio as more content can be stored in cache
and reduces latency as content is rendered faster as well as
reduces bandwidth while content is shared amongst CUs.
The Fig.8 shows the overall improvements in latency when
noise is reduced.

Fig. 8. Analysis of Latency Reduction when Accessing
Documents without Noise
Fig.7. Analysis of Latency Reduction between Local
Cache and CUs
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E. Bandwidth utilisation
The Fig.9 shows the analysis of bandwidth
utilization of five cooperative users before and after noise
reduction. Bandwidth utilization is better if more noise
content is reduced. Depends on the noise content in web
page, bandwidth is reduced varying from negligible amount
to up to 40%.
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